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Boxing Stars Mod 2.2.0 Mode (towards money) Features: towards beat'em money everything is for being the most epic Star Boxing of all of them! About the Grand 2 Years Update The Anniversary of Boxing Star! - Take your opponent away in space with new Astro-Omega gear - New event mode! Beating your enemy using just a hook? no problem! Test your skills and win against
all impossible obstacles – New Story Mode Content! Joe King's World Champion is here to regain his throne! Show who is the new king in town - Celebrate! Punch! Fight! Hit them all! High with 2-year Star Boxing Anniversary! ★★ Go for a coup de grace! ★★ your opponents see the stars! There is only room for one boxing star! Ever wondered what she meant when someone told
her that if she really wanted something she needed blood, sweat and tears? Experience the journey to becoming the next boxing star! Wake up from the streets and hit your way to become the most epic Star Boxing! ◈'s the ◈ and befriend all the crazy and wild characters of the boxing world! Make your way from local street fights and aim for pay-per-view fights! ◈ test your skills
for ◈ Master boxing art and use your weapons jabs, hooks, top and! ◈ use the train and ◈ to the train and customize your boxer! Develop your boxers to match your style of struggle. Customize your boxers with special skills such as MEGAPUNCH signs in star boxing! ◈ fight! ◈ fight with other players in League mode and show people how it's done! Drill your way up! ◈ join the
tribal fighting ◈ tribal fights is for the weak! At Star Boxing, we've been fighting the club! Gather your friends and show everyone the best and the worst! ◈ Clear Daily ◈ Mission and Mission, Weekly, Fight Club, and League Mission to claim a formidable reward! Don't miss any special events and make sure you also claim this gift! Attention! Star Boxing is completely free to
download and play, but some game items can be purchased for real money. To turn this option off, delete in-app purchases for device settings. enjoy star boxing? As star boxing on Facebook watching star boxing on YouTube Download Boxing Star Android Apk Mode (Money) Boxing Star is a nice sports battle game where players will delight beginners to try their luck in the dream
of becoming a professional boxer, before an opponent's champion who sends him knocked out in the first round. Beautiful graphics, management Story modes, various competitions, enrich the adaptation of the protagonists, as well as charismatic characters making the game noteless. good luck. Game Name: Boxing Star Category: Android Game Download Type Game: Sports
Games Release Date: Size 2/12/2020: 406.35 MB Company Developer: FourThirtyThree Inc. File Type: Apk,Obb Turbobit MODE APK DATA DOWNLOAD Alternative Link MOD DATA DOWNLOAD Hello guys today I brought you MOD Download Boxing Star APK MOD v2.4.1 (Didarab Damage and Defense) Updated for Android 2020, I hope you enjoy it and share it with your
friends. Download APK Boxing Star MOD v2.4.1 Go for KNOCK! Make your opponents look at the stars. Hey Kids, do you think you have what it takes to get to the top and be the next big boxing star? Enter the world of boxing and conquer everything! Wake up from street fights until you become a World Champion! Arm yourself with custom gloves, horror your skills and Knock'em
Out with Mega Punch! Champions made in the ring! This game is a game for mobile, sports, simulated genre by the name of Boxing Stars APK MOD. The game was developed by Creative Labs (4:33), released in January 2018, the Sports Games boxing game presents amazing 3D graphics with cool games in my opinion. For that, I want to review this game and want to share
information with you about this game, let's take a look at the reviews. Many movements with controls vary. At the start of the Boxing Star APK MOD game, we will be invited to follow a tutorial included in the heavyweight boxing match between Joe the King against Graves. This tutorial teaches us how to Jab, Hook, Uppercut, Hold, Dodge and other controls in boxing described in
detail in a simple way to understand in my opinion. To make a jab we just have to create a tab on the target we aim for. For the hook, we just have to make an exchange left or right, and for that we just have to do an uppercute up or down. There are more controls we can do in this game well for me now, then the amount of movement variation can be done so that the player can do
a lot of creativity in that attack. As the world of boxingBoxing Star APK MOD stars is a simulated genre of sport, here we will act as a new amateur dabbling in the world of sports boxing. With the help of manager Emma, who was always in a bad mood, we began her career as a professional boxer. After the tutorial, we will be invited to create a character, the type of character we
can choose where there are only 3 Bodytypes. For this review, I chose more body types to end up with hehe younger characters. FEATURES:Sinking, dodge dodge We are kahun to avoid attacks and counter-attacks of your opponent with the perfect counter! Train hard as your fighters advance from the toughest streets to the World Championships in Story mode.Meet and
befriend all the characters assume, wild in the boxing world! Collect strong custom gloves and combine them with powerful skills and equipment to determine your own fighting style. Fight other players in League mode to prove you the best ever! Use your winnings to decorate your cribs, drive a smooth whip and collect an entourage that will make your friends jealous, while giving
you a sweet bonus! In the Boxing Star MOD APK, after creating a character, Emma will take us to the interface that is in the program in a simple way. In this interface, in the left-hand corner, there is a Quest List with a small circle with Emma's face, right next door, there is a huge screen showing our character ranks and there are 4 league prize slots that we can when we win
games in the fashion league, then there are story modes in the bottom left corner and in the top right corner there are button options. Star Boxing APK MOD has 2 different types of game modes, namely Story and League modes. In fashion history, we will play the history of our careers as amateur boxers that come from the streets and become professional boxing. In history in this
way, we will deal with the people we should beat the next story to continue. For the fashion league, we will be up against players who are around the world. Opponents are determined at random and, if we win, we will get a league containing accessories and equipment that can improve our boxing capabilities. There are 7 levels of League.Practice requirements and get stronger.
In addition to the two-game mode, to improve the capabilities of your character, in the game, Boxing Star APK MOD also offers some features of this game full of character and the addition of boxing skills that we can find in Training. We can buy skill sets and upgrades using training points. In addition to increasing strength through practice, we can also improve the status of
characters using equipment such as gloves and protection. Equipment can also be upgraded at the expense of one of the items we don't use. Then there are sponsors who can improve our finances. General ConclusionIn, APK MOD Boxing Star game is highly recommended for you, with amazing graphics and excellent games in my opinion. The game also has some controls that
allow us to make variations of attacks. There is also a PVP mode where we can try to shark the skills against other players performing with Spare and us We recommend this game:Video Boxing Star APK MOD:Boxing Images Star APK MOD: MOD INFO:Damage (x1 – x1000)Defense (x1 – x1000)Installation steps:Make sure you put BS_Config.txt on your root storage / sdcard /
BS_Config.txt or / storage / exemplary / 0 / BS_Config.txt BS_Config.txtSegúres Put BS.ar at the root of your storage / sdcard / BS.ar or / storage / emulated / 0 / BS.arInstall the correctness of modDAR storage for the game (this is required or the mod will not work)Follow the directions below or the mod will not workDisfrutaHOW INSTALL THE GAME:Discard the installation of
origin on the machine if any. Download the mod without installing the OBB data download game and extract the com.ftt.boxingstar.gl.aos directory and copy it to the sdcard/android/obb channel. Play android / obb. Play
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